What is the NBUF

The National Black United Fund, based in Los Angeles, was created in 1974 by the same Indiana-based Episcopalian networks that created Jim Jones: J. Irwin Miller, his Cummins Engine Company, and the related Cummins Engine Foundation, Sweeny Miller Foundation, and also that offspring of methadone, the Eli Lilly Foundation. Walter Bremond, the current executive director of NBUF, formerly worked for Cummins Engine. Bremond set up, with Cummins Engine Foundation money, the Brother Crusade, the direct predecessor organization to NBUF.

The primary contributors to NBUF are the Cummins Engine and Eli Lilly foundations. The president of NBUF is Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett of San Francisco. Goodlett was the “personal physician” to Jim Jones and had traveled to the People’s Temple in Guyana only a few weeks prior to the mass murder.

A look at the financial controllers of the National Black United Fund gives the entire story away. A top Midwest Episcopalian, J. Irwin Miller, is also a member of the New York Council on Foreign Relations, whose most recent published scenario the “controlled disintegration” of the U.S. economy and government. He is on the board of directors of the Ford Foundation, Chemical Bank, Yale University, Butler University, and American Telephone and Telegraph.

Through the Cummins Engine Foundation and the Irwin Sweeney Miller Foundation, Miller has provided hundreds of thousands of dollars to projects of the Institute for Policy Studies such as CounterSpy (through Youth, Inc.) and the Fund for Investigative Journalism, to the gun-running American Indian Movement, and to the Congress of African Peoples, run by Newark race rioter Imamu Baraka.

The Jones connection continues: The British Fabian Society’s Oxford cult, the Disciples of Christ, and its action agency, the Fellowship of Reconciliation, ran the “dissident church” networks in Indianapolis in conjunction with the American Friends Service Committee. A key operation was Butler University where Jim Jones was trained. Butler was controlled by the Disciples of Christ and received heavy funding from Miller’s foundations and from Lilly. Miller, as stated before, sits on the board of trustees of Butler University.